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THRESHOLD SCREENING USING RANGE 
REDUCTION 

This application claims priority under 35 USC §119(e) 
(1) of Provisional Application No. 60/173,641, ?led Dec. 30, 
1999. 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The technical ?eld of this invention is printers and more 
particularly the electronics of printers that converts input 
data in the form of a page description ?le into control signals 
for the print engine. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Screening is the process of rendering the illusion of 
continuous-tone pictures on displays that are only capable of 
producing digital picture elements. In the process of printing 
images, large gray levels of the input picture have to be 
simulated by the printing device to reproduce a perfect 
duplicate of the original image. HoWever, in the printed 
image the pixel resolution can be limited to that Which is 
perceivable by the eye. Hence by grouping the adjacent 
pixels it is possible to simulate a continuous tone in the 
image. 

Screening may take place by a threshold method in one of 
tWo categories: bi-level threshold screening; and multi-level 
threshold screening. In bi-level threshold screening the (x,y) 
coordinates of the input pixel are used to index into a tWo 
dimensional m by n matrix. The individual entries in the 
matrix are gray level thresholds Which are compared against 
the input pixel gray level. Abinary value (0 or 1) is output 
based on the results of the comparison. Multi-level screen 
ing indexes into a three dimensional lookup table. This three 
dimensional lookup table is organiZed as a tWo dimensional 
preference matrix of siZe M by N. The preference matrix is 
a repeatable spatial tile in the image space. Each entry of the 
preference matrix has a number of the tone curve Which has 
to be used for the position of (x,y). The tone curve is the 
compensation transfer function of the input pixel-gray value 
range to Within range of the printing process. The tone-curve 
transfer function is quantized based on a set of thresholds 
and stored in the form of lookup tables. The lookup tables 
each contain 2b entries for an unscreened input pixel of siZe 
b-bits. All the 2b entries contain the corresponding screened 
output pixel of siZe c-bits. This process provides a manner 
of translating the large dynamic range of the input image 
into the smaller dynamic range of the printer by mixing 
colors Within the printer dynamic range. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Ascreening method in a printer for approximating a gray 
scale tone With a more limited range image producer using 
a tree search. An input pixel value is packed into equal 
sections of a ?rst data Word. This ?rst data Word is compared 
With an initial second data Word holding differing threshold 
values in the sections. A next second data Word is selected 
based in a based upon a result of said simultaneously 
comparing Within a group With a next reduced range. The 
?rst data Word is again compared With the next second data 
Word. This process repeats until a comparison With a second 
data Word having adjacent threshold values. 

The comparing steps are preferably performed by sub 
tracting the second data Word from the ?rst data Word in a 
splittable arithmetic logic unit and storing respective carry 
outs from each section. The selection of the next second data 
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Word uses the stored carry outs from each section. The 
second data Words preferably have threshold values packed 
in order from highest to loWest. The next second data Word 
can be determined by extracting a left most one of the stored 
carry outs for use as an index into a table. Alternatively, the 
stored carry outs can be used directly as an index into a table. 
An output pixel value is determined for each pixel. This may 
be computed from the stored carry outs or extracted from a 
table. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other aspects of this invention are illustrated in 
the draWings, in Which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates the-system architecture of an image 
processing system such as Would employ this invention; 

FIG. 2 illustrates the architecture of a single integrated 
circuit multiprocessor that forms the preferred embodiment 
of this invention; 

FIG. 3 illustrates in block diagram form one of the digital 
image/graphics processors illustrated in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 illustrates in schematic form the pipeline stages of 
operation of the digital image/graphics processor illustrated 
in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 illustrates in block diagram form the data unit of 
the digital image/graphics processors illustrated in FIG. 3; 

FIG. 6 illustrates in schematic form ?eld de?nitions of the 
status register of the data unit illustrated in FIG. 5; 

FIG. 7 illustrates in block diagram form the manner of 
splitting the arithmetic logic unit of the data unit illustrated 
in FIG. 5; 

FIG. 8 illustrates in schematic form the ?eld de?nitions of 
the ?rst data register of the data unit illustrated in FIG. 5; 

FIG. 9 illustrates the steps typically executed When print 
ing a document speci?ed-in a page description language; 

FIG. 10 illustrates the operation of this invention for an 
example having 64 thresholds corresponding to output lev 
els; 

FIG. 11 illustrates the operation of a ?rst stage of an 
example of an alternative of this invention having 16 thresh 
olds; 

FIG. 12 illustrates the operation of a second stage of the 
alternative of this invention having 16 thresholds; and 

FIG. 13 illustrates the operation of a yet further alternative 
of this invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a netWork printer system 1 
including a multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 con 
structed for image and graphics processing according to this 
invention. Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 provides the 
data processing including data manipulation and computa 
tion for image operations of the netWork printer system of 
FIG. 1. Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 is 
bi-directionally coupled to a system bus 2. 

FIG. 1 illustrates transceiver 3. Transceiver 3 provides 
translation and bidirectional communication betWeen the 
netWork printer bus and a communications channel. One 
example of a system employing transceiver 3 is a local area 
netWork. The netWork printer system illustrated in FIG. 1 
responds to print requests received via the communications 
channel of the local area netWork. Multiprocessor integrated 
circuit 100 provides translation of print jobs speci?ed in a 
page description language, such as PostScript, into data and 
control signals for printing. 
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FIG. 1 illustrates a system memory 4 coupled to the 
network printer system bus. This memory may include video 
random access memory, dynamic random access memory, 
static random access memory, nonvolatile memory such as 
EPROM, FLASH or read only memory or a combination of 
these memory types. Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 
may be controlled either in Wholly or partially by a program 
stored in the memory 4. This memory 4 may also store 
various types of graphic image data. 

In the netWork printer system of FIG. 1 Multiprocessor 
integrated circuit 100 communicates With print buffer 
memory 5 for speci?cation of a printable image via a pixel 
map. Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 controls the 
image data stored in print buffer memory 5 via the netWork 
printer system bus 2. Data corresponding to this image is 
recalled from print buffer memory 5 and supplied to print 
engine 6. Print engine 6 provides the mechanism that places 
color dots on the printed page. Print engine 6 is further 
responsive to control signals from multiprocessor integrated 
circuit 100 for paper and print head control. Multiprocessor 
integrated circuit 100 determines and controls Where print 
information is stored in print buffer memory 5. 
Subsequently, during readout from print buffer memory 5, 
multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 determines the readout 
sequence from print buffer memory 5, the addresses to be 
accessed, and control information needed to produce the 
desired printed image by print engine 6. 

According to the preferred embodiment, this invention 
employs multiprocessor integrated circuit 100. This pre 
ferred embodiment includes plural identical processors that 
embody this invention. Each of these processors Will be 
called a digital image/graphics processor. This description is 
a matter of convenience only. The processor embodying this 
invention can be a processor separately fabricated on a 
single integrated circuit or a plurality of integrated circuits. 
If embodied on a single integrated circuit, this single inte 
grated circuit may optionally also include read only memory 
and random access memory used by the digital image/ 
graphics processor. 

FIG. 2 illustrates the architecture of the multiprocessor 
integrated circuit 100 of the preferred embodiment of this 
invention. Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 includes: 
tWo random access memories 10 and 20, each of Which is 
divided into plural sections; crossbar 50; master processor 
60; digital image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74; 
transfer controller 80, Which mediates access to system 
memory; and frame controller 90, Which can control access 
to independent ?rst and second image memories. Multipro 
cessor integrated circuit 100 provides a high degree of 
operation parallelism, Which Will be useful in image pro 
cessing and graphics operations, such as in the multi-media 
computing. 

Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 includes tWo ran 
dom access memories. Random access memory 10 is pri 
marily devoted to master processor 60. It includes tWo 
instruction cache memories 11 and 12, tWo data cache 
memories 13 and 14 and a parameter memory 15. These 
memory sections can be physically identical, but connected 
and used differently. Random access memory 20 may be 
accessed by master processor 60 and each of the digital 
image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74. Each digital 
image/graphics processor 71, 72, 73 and 74 has ?ve corre 
sponding memory sections. These include an instruction 
cache memory, three data memories and one parameter 
memory. Thus digital image/graphics processor 71 has cor 
responding instruction cache memory 21, data memories 22, 
23, 24 and parameter memory 25; digital image/graphics 
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4 
processor 72 has corresponding instruction cache memory 
26, data memories 27, 28, 29 and parameter memory 30; 
digital image/graphics processor 73 has corresponding 
instruction cache memory 31, data memories 32, 33, 34 and 
parameter memory 35; and digital image/graphics processor 
74 has corresponding instruction cache memory 36, data 
memories 37, 38, 39 and parameter memory 40. Like the 
sections of random access memory 10, these memory sec 
tions can be physically identical but connected and used 
differently. Each of these memory sections of memories 10 
and 20 preferably includes 2 K bytes, With a total memory 
Within multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 of 50 K bytes. 

Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 is constructed to 
provide a high rate of data transfer betWeen processors and 
memory using plural independent parallel data transfers. 
Crossbar 50 enables these data transfers. Each digital image/ 
graphics processor 71, 72, 73 and 74 has three memory ports 
that may operate simultaneously each cycle. An instruction 
port (I) may fetch 64 bit data Words from the corresponding 
instruction cache. Alocal data port (L) may read a 32 bit data 
Word from or Write a 32 bit data Word into the data memories 
or the parameter memory corresponding to that digital 
image/graphics processor. A global data port (G) may read 
a 32 bit data Word from or Write a 32 bit data Word into any 
of the data memories or the parameter memories or random 
access memory 20. Master Processor 60 includes tWo 
memory ports. An instruction port (I) may fetch a 32 bit 
instruction Word from either of the instruction caches 11 and 
12. A data port @ may read a 32 bit data Word from or Write 
a 32 bit data Word into data caches 13 or 14, parameter 
memory 15 of random access memory 10 or any of the data 
memories, the parameter memories or random access 
memory 20. Transfer controller 80 can access any of the 
sections of random access memory 10 or 20 via data port 
(C). Thus ?fteen parallel memory accesses may be requested 
at any single memory cycle. Random access memories 10 
and 20 are divided into 25 memories in order to support so 
many parallel accesses. 

Crossbar 50 controls the connections of master processor 
60, digital image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74, and 
transfer controller 80 With memories 10 and 20. Crossbar 50 
includes a plurality of crosspoints 51 disposed in roWs and 
columns. Each column of crosspoints 51 corresponds to a 
single memory section and a corresponding range of 
addresses. Aprocessor requests access to one of the memory 
sections through the most signi?cant bits of an address 
output by that processor. This address output by the proces 
sor travels along a roW. The crosspoint 51 corresponding to 
the memory section having that address responds either by 
granting or denying access to the memory section. If no 
other processor has requested access to that memory section 
during the current memory cycle, then the crosspoint 51 
grants access by coupling the roW and column. This supplies 
the address to the memory section. The memory section 
responds by permitting data access at that address. This data 
access may be either a data read operation or a data Write 
operation. 

If more than one processor requests access to the same 
memory section simultaneously, then crossbar 50 grants 
access to only one of the requesting processors. The cross 
points 51 in each column of crossbar 50 communicate and 
grant access based upon a priority hierarchy. If tWo requests 
for access having the same rank occur simultaneously, then 
crossbar 50 grants access on a round robin basis, With the 
processor last granted access having the loWest priority. 
Each granted access lasts as long as needed to service the 
request. The processors may change their addresses every 
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memory cycle, so crossbar 50 can change the interconnec 
tion between the processors and the memory sections on a 
cycle by cycle basis. 

Master processor 60 preferably performs the major con 
trol functions for multiprocessor integrated circuit 100. 
Master processor 60 is preferably a 32 bit reduced instruc 
tion set computer (RISC) processor including a hardWare 
?oating point calculation unit. According to the RISC 
architecture, all accesses to memory are performed With load 
and store instructions and most integer and logical opera 
tions are performed on registers in a single cycle. The 
?oating point calculation unit, hoWever, Will generally take 
several cycles to perform operations When employing the 
same register ?le as used by the integer and logical unit. A 
register score board ensures that correct register access 
sequences are maintained. The RISC architecture is suitable 
for control functions in image processing. The ?oating point 
calculation unit permits rapid computation of image rotation 
functions, Which may be important to image processing. 

Master processor 60 fetches instruction Words from 
instruction cache memory 11 or instruction cache memory 
12. Likewise, master processor 60 fetches data from either 
data cache 13 or data cache 14. Since each memory section 
includes 2 K bytes of memory, there is 4 K bytes of 
instruction cache and 4 K bytes of data cache. Cache control 
is an integral function of master processor 60. As previously 
mentioned, master processor 60 may also access other 
memory sections via crossbar 50. 

The four digital image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 
74 each have a highly parallel digital signal processor (DSP) 
architecture. FIG. 3 illustrates an overvieW of exemplary 
digital image/graphics processor 71, Which is identical to 
digital image/graphics processors 72, 73 and 74. Digital 
image/graphics processor 71 achieves a high degree of 
parallelism of operation employing three separate units: data 
unit 110; address unit 120; and program ?oW control unit 
130. These three units operate simultaneously on different 
instructions in an instruction pipeline. In addition each of 
these units contains internal parallelism. 

The digital image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74 
can execute independent instruction streams in the multiple 
instruction multiple data mode (MIMD). In the MIMD 
mode, each digital image/graphics processor executes an 
individual program from its corresponding instruction 
cache, Which may be independent or cooperative. In the 
latter case crossbar 50 enables inter-processor communica 
tion in combination With the shared memory. Digital image/ 
graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74 may also operate in a 
synchroniZed MIMD mode. In the synchroniZed MIMD 
mode, the program control ?oW unit 130 of each digital 
image/graphics processor inhibits fetching the next instruc 
tion until all synchroniZed processors are ready to proceed. 
This synchroniZed MIMD mode alloWs the separate pro 
grams of the digital image/graphics processors to be 
executed in lock step in a closely coupled operation. 

Digital image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74 can 
execute identical instructions on differing data in the single 
instruction multiple data mode (SIMD). In this mode a 
single instruction stream for the four digital image/graphics 
processors comes from instruction cache memory 21. Digi 
tal image/graphics processor 71 controls the fetching and 
branching operations and crossbar 50 supplies the same 
instruction to the other digital image/graphics processors 72, 
73 and 74. Since digital image/graphics processor 71 con 
trols instruction fetch for all the digital image/graphics 
processors 71, 72, 73 and 74, the digital image/graphics 
processors are inherently synchroniZed in the SIMD mode. 
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Transfer controller 80 is a combined direct memory 

access (DMA) machine and memory interface for multipro 
cessor integrated circuit 100. Transfer controller 80 intelli 
gently queues, sets priorities and services the data requests 
and cache misses of the ?ve programmable processors. 
Master processor 60 and digital image/graphics processors 
71, 72, 73 and 74 all access memory and systems external to 
multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 via transfer controller 
80. Data cache or instruction cache misses are automatically 
handled by transfer controller 80. The cache service (S) port 
transmits such cache misses to transfer controller 80. Cache 
service port (S) reads information from the processors and 
not from memory. Master processor 60 and digital image/ 
graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74 may request data 
transfers from transfer controller 80 as linked list packet 
requests. These linked list packet requests alloW multi 
dimensional blocks of information to be transferred betWeen 
source and destination memory addresses, Which can be 
Within multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 or external to 
multiprocessor integrated circuit 100. Transfer controller 80 
preferably also includes a refresh controller for dynamic 
random access memory (DRAM) Which require periodic 
refresh to retain their data. 
Frame controller 90 is the interface betWeen multiproces 

sor integrated circuit 100 and external image capture and 
display systems. Frame controller 90 provides control over 
capture and display devices, and manages the movement of 
data betWeen these devices and memory automatically. To 
this end, frame controller 90 provides simultaneous control 
over tWo independent image systems. These Would typically 
include a ?rst image system for image capture and a second 
image system for image display, although the application of 
frame controller 90 is controlled by the user. These image 
systems Would ordinarily include independent frame memo 
ries used for either frame grabber or frame buffer storage. 
Frame controlled 90 preferably operates to control video 
dynamic random access memory (VRAM) through refresh 
and shift register control. 

Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 is designed for large 
scale image processing. Master processor 60 provides 
embedded control, orchestrating the activities of the digital 
image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74, and interpret 
ing the results that they produce. Digital image/graphics 
processors 71, 72, 73 and 74 are Well suited to pixel analysis 
and manipulation. If pixels are thought of as high in data but 
loW in information, then in a typical application digital 
image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74 might Well 
examine the pixels and turn the raW data into information. 
This information can then be analyZed either by the digital 
image/graphics processors 71, 72, 73 and 74 or by master 
processor 60. Crossbar 50 mediates inter-processor commu 
nication. Crossbar 50 alloWs multiprocessor integrated cir 
cuit 100 to be implemented as a shared memory system. 
Message passing need not be a primary form of communi 
cation in this architecture. HoWever, messages can be passed 
via the shared memories. Each digital image/graphics 
processor, the corresponding section of crossbar 50 and the 
corresponding sections of memory 20 have the same Width. 
This permits architecture ?exibility by accommodating the 
addition or removal of digital image/ graphics processors and 
corresponding memory modularly While maintaining the 
same pin out. 

In the preferred embodiment all parts of multiprocessor 
integrated circuit 100 are disposed on a single integrated 
circuit. In the preferred embodiment, multiprocessor inte 
grated circuit 100 is formed in complementary metal oxide 
semiconductor (CMOS) using feature siZes of 0.6 pm. 
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Multiprocessor integrated circuit 100 is preferably con 
structed in a pin grid array package having 256 pins. The 
inputs and outputs are preferably compatible With transistor 
transistor logic (TTL) logic voltages. Multiprocessor inte 
grated circuit 100 preferably includes about 3 million tran 
sistors and employs a clock rate of 50 MHZ. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an overvieW of exemplary digital image/ 
graphics processor 71, Which is virtually identical to digital 
image/graphics processors 72, 73 and 74. Digital image/ 
graphics processor 71 includes: data unit 110; address unit 
120; and program How control unit 130. Data unit 110 
performs the logical or arithmetic data operations. Data unit 
110 includes eight data registers D7—D0, a status register 
210 and a multiple ?ags register 211. Address unit 120 
controls generation of load/store addresses for the local data 
port and the global data port. As Will be further described 
beloW, address unit 120 includes tWo virtually identical 
addressing units, one for local addressing and one for global 
addressing. Each of these addressing units includes an all 
“0” read only register enabling absolute addressing in a 
relative address mode, a stack pointer, ?ve address registers 
and three index registers. The addressing units share a global 
bit multiplex control register used When forming a merging 
address from both address units. Program How control unit 
130 controls the program How for the digital image/ graphics 
processor 71 including generation of addresses for instruc 
tion fetch via the instruction port. Program How control unit 
130 includes; a program counter PC 701; an instruction 
pointer-address stage IRA 702 that holds the address of the 
instruction currently in the address pipeline stage; an 
instruction pointer-execute stage IRE 703 that holds the 
address of the instruction currently in the execute pipeline 
stage; an instruction pointer-return from subroutine IPRS 
704 holding the address for returns from subroutines; a set 
of registers controlling Zero overhead loops; four cache tag 
registers TAG3—TAGO collectively called 708 that hold the 
most signi?cant bits of four blocks of instruction Words in 
the corresponding instruction cache memory. 

Digital image/graphics processor 71 operates on a three 
stage pipeline as illustrated in FIG. 4. Data unit 110, address 
unit 120 and program How control unit 130 operate simul 
taneously on different instructions in an instruction pipeline. 
The three stages in chronological order are fetch, address 
and execute. Thus at any time, digital image/graphics pro 
cessor 71 Will be operating on differing functions of three 
instructions. The phrase pipeline stage is used instead of 
referring to clock cycles, to indicate that speci?c events 
occur When the pipeline advances, and not during stall 
conditions. 

Program How control unit 130 performs all the operations 
that occur during the fetch pipeline stage. Program How 
control unit 130 includes a program counter, loop logic, 
interrupt logic and pipeline control logic. During the fetch 
pipeline stage, the next instruction Word is fetched from 
memory. The address contained in the program counter is 
compared With cache tag registers to determine if the next 
instruction Word is stored in instruction cache memory 21. 
Program How control unit 130 supplies the address in the 
program counter to the instruction port address bus 131 to 
fetch this next instruction Word from instruction cache 
memory 21 if present. Crossbar 50 transmits this address to 
the corresponding instruction cache, here instruction cache 
memory 21, Which returns the instruction Word on the 
instruction bus 132. OtherWise, a cache miss occurs and 
transfer controller 80 accesses external memory to obtain the 
next instruction Word. The program counter is updated. If the 
folloWing instruction Word is at the next sequential, address, 
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8 
program control How unit 130 post increments the program 
counter. OtherWise, program control How unit 130 loads the 
address of the next instruction Word according to the loop 
logic or softWare branch. If the synchroniZed MIMD mode 
is active, then the instruction fetch Waits until all the 
speci?ed digital image/graphics processors are 
synchroniZed, as indicated by sync bits in a communications 
register. 

Address unit 120 performs all the address calculations of 
the address pipeline stage. Address unit 120 includes tWo 
independent address units, one for the global port and one 
for the local port. If the instruction calls for one or tWo 
memory accesses, then address unit 120 generates the 
address(es) during the address pipeline stage. The address 
(es) are supplied to crossbar 50 via the respective global port 
address bus 121 and local port address bus 122 for conten 
tion detection/prioritization. If there is no contention, then 
the accessed memory prepares to alloW the requested access, 
but the memory access occurs during the folloWing execute 
pipeline stage. 

Data unit 110 performs all of the logical and arithmetic 
operations during the execute pipeline stage. All logical and 
arithmetic operations and all data movements to or from 
memory occur during the execute pipeline stage. The global 
data port and the local data port complete any memory 
accesses, Which are begun during the address pipeline stage, 
during the execute pipeline stage. The global data port and 
the local data port perform all data alignment needed by 
memory stores, and any data extraction and sign extension 
needed by memory loads. If the program counter is speci?ed 
as a data destination during any operation of the execute 
pipeline stage, then a delay of tWo instructions is experi 
enced before any branch takes effect. The pipelined opera 
tion requires this delay, since the next tWo instructions 
folloWing such a branch instruction have already been 
fetched. According to the practice in RISC processors, other 
useful instructions may be placed in the tWo delay slot 
positions. 

Digital image/graphics processor 71 includes three inter 
nal 32 bit data busses. These are local port data bus Lbus 
103, global port source data bus Gsrc 105 and global port 
destination data bus Gdst 107. These three buses intercon 
nect data unit 110, address unit 120 and program How 
control unit 130. These three buses are also connected to a 
data port unit 140 having a local port 141 and global port 
145. Data port unit 140 is coupled to crossbar 50 providing 
memory access. 

Local data port 141 has a buffer 142 for data stores to 
memory. A multiplexer/buffer circuit 143 loads data onto 
Lbus 103 from local port data bus 144 from memory via 
crossbar 50, from a local port address bus 122 or from global 
port data bus 148. Local port data bus Lbus 103 thus carries 
32 bit data that is either register sourced (stores) or memory 
sourced (loads). Advantageously, arithmetic results in 
address unit 120 can be supplied via local port address bus 
122, multiplexer buffer 143 to local port data bus Lbus 103 
to supplement the arithmetic operations of data unit 110. 
This Will be further described beloW. Buffer 142 and mul 
tiplexer buffer 143 perform alignment and extraction of data. 
Local port data bus Lbus 103 connects to data registers in 
data unit 110. A local bus temporary holding register LTD 
104 is also connected to local port data Lbus 103. 

Global port source data bus Gsrc 105 and global port 
destination data bus Gdst 107 mediate global data transfers. 
These global data transfers may be either memory accesses, 
register to register moves or command Word transfers 
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between processors. Global port source data bus Gsrc 105 
carries 32 bit source information of a global port data 
transfer. The data source can be any of the registers of digital 
image/graphics processor 71 or any data or parameter 
memory corresponding to any of the digital image/graphics 
processors 71, 72, 73 or 74. The data is stored to memory via 
the global port 145. Multiplexer buffer 146 selects lines from 
local port data Lbus 103 or global port source data bus Gsrc 
105, and performs data alignment. Multiplexer buffer 146 
Writes this data onto global port data bus 148 for application 
to memory via crossbar 50. Global port source data bus Gsrc 
105 also supplies data to data unit 110, alloWing the data of 
global port source data bus Gsrc 105 to be used as one of the 
arithmetic logic unit sources. This latter connection alloWs 
any register of digital image/graphics processor 71 to be a 
source for an arithmetic logic unit operation. 

Global port destination data bus Gdst 107 carries 32 bit 
destination data of a global bus data transfer. The destination 
is any register of digital image/graphics processor 71. Buffer 
147 in global port 145 sources the data of global port 
destination data bus Gdst 107. Buffer 147 performs any 
needed data extraction and sign extension operations. This 
buffer 115 operates if the data source is memory, and a load 
is thus being performed. The arithmetic logic unit result 
serves as an alternative data source for global port destina 
tion data bus Gdst 107. This alloWs any register of digital 
image/graphics processor 71 to be the destination of an 
arithmetic logic unit operation. A global bus temporary 
holding register GTD 108 is also connected to global port 
destination data bus Gdst 107. 

Circuitry including multiplexer buffers 143 and 146 con 
nect betWeen global port source data bus Gsrc 105 and 
global port destination data bus Gdst 107 to provide register 
to register moves. This alloWs a read from any register of 
digital image/graphics processor 71 onto global port source 
data bus Gsrc 105 to be Written to any register of digital 
image/graphics processor 71 via global port destination data 
bus Gdst 107. 

Note that it is advantageously possible to perform a load 
of any register of digital image/graphics processor 71 from 
memory via global port destination data bus Gdst 107, While 
simultaneously sourcing the arithmetic logic unit in data unit 
110 from any register via global port source data bus Gsrc 
105. Similarly, it is advantageously possible to store the data 
in any register of digital image/graphics processor 71 to 
memory via global port source data bus Gsrc 105, While 
saving the result of an arithmetic logic unit operation to any 
register of digital image/graphics processor 71 via global 
port destination data bus Gdst 107. The usefulness of these 
data transfers Will be further detailed beloW. 

Program How control unit 130 receives the instruction 
Words fetched from instruction cache memory 21 via 
instruction bus 132. This fetched instruction Word is advan 
tageously stored in tWo 64 bit instruction registers desig 
nated instruction register-address stage IRA 751 and instruc 
tion register-execute stage IRE 752. Each of the instruction 
registers IRA and IRE have their contents decoded and 
distributed. Digital image/graphics processor 71 includes 
opcode bus 133 that carries decoded or partially decoded 
instruction contents to data unit 110 and address unit 120. As 
Will be later described, an instruction Word may include a 32 
bit, a 15 bit or a 3 bit immediate ?eld. Program How control 
unit 130 routes such an immediate ?eld to global port source 
data bus Gsrc 105 for supply to its destination. 

Digital image/graphics processor 71 includes three 
address buses 121, 122 and 131. Address unit 120 generates 
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10 
addresses on global port address bus 121 and local port 
address bus 122. As Will be further detailed beloW, address 
unit 120 includes separate global and local address units, 
Which provide the addresses on global port address bus 121 
and local port address bus 122, respectively. Note that local 
address unit 620 may access memory other than the data 
memory corresponding to that digital image/graphics pro 
cessor. In that event the local address unit access is via 
global port address bus 121. Program How control unit 130 
sources the instruction address on instruction port address 
bus 131 from a combination of address bits from a program 
counter and cache control logic. These address buses 121, 
122 and 131 each carry address, byte strobe and read/Write 
information. 

FIG. 5 illustrates details of data unit 110. It should be 
understood that FIG. 5 does not illustrate all of the connec 
tions of data unit 110. In particular various control lines and 
the like have been omitted for the sake of clarity. Therefore 
FIG. 5 should be read With the folloWing description for a 
complete understanding of the operation of data unit 110. 
Data unit 110 includes a number of parts advantageously 
operating in parallel. Data unit 110 includes eight 32 bit data 
registers 200 designated D7—D0. Data register D0 may be 
used as a general purpose register but in addition has special 
functions When used With certain instructions. Data registers 
200 include multiple read and Write ports connected to data 
unit buses 201 to 206 and to local port data bus Lbus 103, 
global port source data bus Gsrc 105 and global port 
destination data bus Gdst 107. Data registers 200 may also 
be read “sideWays” in a manner described as a rotation 
register that Will be further described beloW. Data unit 110 
further includes a status register 210 and a multiple ?ags 
register 211, Which stores arithmetic logic unit resultant 
status for use in certain instructions. Data unit 110 includes 
as its major computational components a hardWare multi 
plier 220 and a three input arithmetic logic unit 230. Lastly, 
data unit 110 includes: multiplier ?rst input bus 201, mul 
tiplier second input bus 202, multiplier destination bus 203, 
arithmetic logic unit destination bus 204, arithmetic logic 
unit ?rst input bus 205, arithmetic logic unit second input 
bus 206; buffers 104, 106, 108 and 236; multiplexers Rmux 
221, Imux 222, MSmux 225, Bmux 227, Amux 232, Smux 
231, Cmux 233 and Mmux 234; and product left shifter 224, 
adder 226, barrel rotator 235, LMO/RMO/LMBC/RMBC 
circuit 237, expand circuit 238, mask generator 239, input A 
bus 241, input B bus 242, input C bus 243, rotate bus 244, 
function signal generator 245, bit 0 carry-in generator 246, 
and instruction decode logic 250, all of Which Will be further 
described beloW. 

The folloWing description of data unit 110 as Well as 
further descriptions of the use of each digital image/graphics 
processor 71, 72, 73 and 74 employ several symbols for ease 
of expression. Many of these symbols are standard math 
ematical operations that need no explanation. Some are 
logical operations that Will be familiar to one skilled in the 
art, but Whose symbols may be unfamiliar. Lastly, some 
symbols refer to operations unique to this invention. Table 1 
lists some of these symbols and their corresponding opera 
tion. 

TABLE 1 

Symbol Operation 

~ bit Wise NOT 

& bit Wise AND 
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TABLE l-continued 

Symbol Operation 

3 bit wise OR 
bit wise exclusive OR 

% mask generation 
%! modi?ed mask generation 
>> shift right 

parallel operation 

The implications of the operations listed above in Table 1 
may not be immediately apparent. These will be explained 
in detail below. 

FIG. 6 illustrates the ?eld de?nitions for status register 
210. Status register 210 may be read from via global port 
source data bus Gsrc 105 or written into via global port 
destination data bus Gdst bus 107. In addition, status register 
210 may write to or load from a speci?ed one of data 
registers 200. Status register 210 is employed in control of 
operations within data unit 110. 

Status register 210 stores four arithmetic logic unit result 
status bits “N”, “C”, “V” and “Z”. These are individually 
described below, but collectively their setting behavior is as 
follows. Note that the instruction types listed here will be 
fully described below. For instruction words including a 32 
bit immediate ?elds, if the condition code ?eld is “uncon 
ditional” then all four status bits are set according to the 
result of arithmetic logic unit 230. If the condition code ?eld 
speci?es a condition other than “unconditional”, then no 
status bits are set, whether or not the condition is true. For 
instruction words not including a 32 bit immediate ?eld 
operations and not including conditional operations ?elds, 
all status bits are set according to the result of arithmetic 
logic unit 230. For instruction words not including a 32 bit 
immediate ?eld that permit conditional operations, if the 
condition ?eld is “unconditional”, or not “unconditional” 
and the condition is true, instruction word bits 28-25 indicate 
which status bits should be protected. All unprotected bits 
are set according to the result of arithmetic logic unit 230. 
For instruction words not including a 32 bit immediate ?eld, 
which allow conditional operations, if the condition ?eld is 
not “unconditional” and the condition is false, no status bits 
are set. There is no difference in the status setting behavior 
for Boolean operations and arithmetic operations. As will be 
further explained below, this behavior, allows the condi 
tional instructions and source selection to perform opera 
tions that would normally require a branch. 

The arithmetic logic unit result bits of status register 210 
are as follows. The “N” bit (bit 31) stores an indication of a 
negative result. The “N” bit is set to “1” if the result of the 
last operation of arithmetic logic unit 230 was negative. This 
bit is loaded with bit 31 of the result. In a multiple arithmetic 
logic unit operation, which will be explained below, the “N” 
bit is set to the AND of the Zero compares of the plural 
sections of arithmetic logic unit 230. In a bit detection 
operation performed by LMO/RMO/LMBC/RMBC circuit 
237, the “N” bit is set to the AND of the Zero compares of 
the plural sections of arithmetic logic unit 230. Writing to 
this bit in software overrides the normal arithmetic logic unit 
result writing logic. 

The “C” bit (bit 30) stores an indication of a carry result. 
The “C” bit is set to “1” if the result of the last operation of 
arithmetic logic unit 230 caused a carry-out from bit 31 of 
the arithmetic logic unit. During multiple arithmetic and bit 
detection, the “C” bit is set to the OR of the carry outs of the 
plural sections of arithmetic logic unit 230. Thus the “C” bit 
is set to “1” if at least one of the sections has a carry out. 
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12 
Writing to this bit in software overrides the normal arith 
metic logic unit result writing logic. 
The “V” bit (bit 29) stores an indication of an over?ow 

result. The “V” bit is set to “1” if the result of the last 
operation of arithmetic logic unit 230 created an over?ow 
condition. This bit is loaded with the exclusive OR of the 
carry-in and carry-out of bit 31 of the arithmetic logic unit 
230. During multiple arithmetic logic unit operation the “V” 
bit is the AND of the carry outs of the plural sections of 
arithmetic logic unit 230. For left most one and right most 
one bit detection, the “V” bit is set to “1” if there were no 
“1’s” in the input word, otherwise the “V” bit is set to “0”. 
For left most bit change and right most bit change bit 
detection, the “V” bit is set to “1” is all the bits of the input 
are the same, or else the “V” bit is set to “0”. Writing to this 
bit in software overrides the normal arithmetic logic unit 
result writing logic. 
The “Z” bit (bit 28) stores and indication of a “0” result. 

The “Z” bit is set to “1” if the result of the last operation of 
arithmetic logic unit 230 produces a “0” result. This “Z” bit 
is controlled for both arithmetic operations and logical 
operations. In multiple arithmetic and bit detection 
operations, the “Z” bit is set to the OR of the Zero compares 
of the plural sections of arithmetic logic unit 230. Writing to 
this bit in software overrides the normal arithmetic logic unit 
result writing logic circuitry. 
The “R” bit (bit 6) controls bits used by expand circuit 

238 and rotation of multiple ?ags register 211 during 
instructions that use expand circuit 238 to expand portions 
of multiple ?ags register 211. If the “R” bit is “1”, then the 
bits used in an expansion of multiple ?ags register 211 via 
expand circuit 238 are the most signi?cant bits. For an 
operation involving expansion of multiple ?ags register 211 
where the arithmetic logic unit function modi?er does not 
specify multiple ?ags register rotation, then multiple ?ags 
register 211 is “post-rotated left” according to the “MsiZe” 
?eld. If the arithmetic logic unit function modi?er does 
specify multiple ?ags register rotation, then multiple ?ags 
register 211 is rotated according to the “AsiZe” ?eld. If the 
“R” bit is “0”, then expand circuit 238 employs the least 
signi?cant bits of multiple ?ags register 211. No rotation 
takes place according to the “MsiZe” ?eld. However, the 
arithmetic logic unit function modi?er may specify rotation 
by the “AsiZe” ?eld. 

The “MsiZe” ?eld (bits 5—3) indicates the data siZe 
employed in certain instruction classes that supply mask 
data from multiple ?ags register 211 to the C-port of 
arithmetic logic unit 230. The “MsiZe” ?eld determines how 
many bits of multiple ?ags register 211 uses to create the 
mask information. When the instruction does not specify 
rotation corresponding to the “AsiZe” ?eld and the “R” bit 
is “1”, then multiple ?ags register 211 is automatically 
“post-rotated left” by an amount set by the “MsiZe” ?eld. 
Codings for these bits are shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

Msize Data Multiple Flags Register 

Field Size Rotate No. of Bit s used 

5 4 3 bits Amount bits used R = 1 R = 0 

0 0 0 0 64 64 — — 

0 0 1 1 32 32 31-0 31-0 
0 1 0 2 16 16 31-16 15-0 
0 1 1 4 8 8 31-24 7-0 
1 0 0 8 4 4 31-28 3-0 
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TABLE 2-continued 

14 
C-port of arithmetic logic unit 230, the “MsiZe” ?eld con 
trols the number of bits used and the rotate amount. In such 
a case the “R” bit determines Whether the most signi?cant 

Msize Data Multivle Flags Register bits or least signi?cant bits are employed. When using the 

Field Size Rotate N0 of Bit S used 5 multiple ?ags register'211 as a destination for the status bits 
' 4-; corresponding to sections of arithmetic logic unit 230, then 

5 4 3 bits Amount bits used R = 1 R = 0 the “AsiZe” ?eld controls the number and identity of the bits 
loaded and the optional rotate amount. If a multiple arith 

1 O 1 16 2 2 3120 2'1 metic logic unit operation With “AsiZe” ?eld speci?ed 
i i (1) 2i (1) (1) i i 10 rotation is speci?ed With an instruction that supplies mask 

data to the C-port derived from multiple ?ags register 211, 
then the rotate amount of the “AsiZe” ?eld dominates over 

As noted above, the preferred embodiment supports “MsiZe” the rotate amount of the combination of the “R” bit and the 
?elds of “100”, “101” and “110” corresponding to data siZes “Msize” ?eld 

Sf 8,_ 1§’%h(i1d32fh‘1t5> rfspecilvhly- Notg that mtgtloh for ah The multiple‘ ?ags register 211 is a 32 bit register that 
“$51K” ?eld 0 H3311” 1n dnsoi linge 1n 2%? OutpFh 15 provides mask information to the C-port of arithmetic logic 
altesrlnzeiivez Elf/151m” ?’elds 0311000,, andar‘fzlticiislaree tlilssam unit 230 for certain instructions. Global port destination data 
ingless but may be used in an extension of multiple ?ags bus Gdst bus 107 may Wnte to multlple ?ags reglster 2_11' 
register 211 to 64 bits_ Global port source bus Gsrc may 'read data from multiple 

The “Asize” ?eld (bits 24)) indicate the data Size for 20 ?ags register 211. In addition multiple arithmetic logic unit 
multiple operations performed by arithmetic logic unit 230. operations may Write to multiple ?ags register 211. In this 
Arithmetic logic unit 230 preferably includes 32 parallel case multiple ?ags register 211 records either the carry or 
bits- During Certain instructions arithmetic logic unit 230 Zero status information of the independent sections of arith 
splits into Ihlhtiple independent Sechohs- Th1s 1S Cahed a metic logic unit 230. The instruction executed controls 
multiple arithmetic logic unit operation. This splitting of Whether the Carry or Zero is Stored 
arithmetic logic unit230permits parallel operation on pixels 25 The “Msize” ?eld of Status re ister 210 Controls the 
of less than 32 bits that are packed into 32 bit data Words. . . . g . 
In the preferred embodiment arithmetic logic unit 230 number of least slgm?caht hlts llsed from multlple ?fgi 
Supports: a Single 32 bit Operation; two Sections of 16 bit register 211. This number is given in Table 2 above. The R 
operations; and four sections of 8 bit operations. These bit of Status register 210 C0htr01s Whether Ihh1t1p1e ?ags 
Options are Called Word, half-Word and byte Operations' 30 register 211 IS pre-rotated left pI‘lOI‘ t0 supply Of these bits. 

The “AsiZe” ?eld indicates: the number of multiple sec- The value of the “MsiZe” ?eld determines the amount of 
tions of arithmetic logic unit 230; the number of bits of rotation if the “R” bit is “1”. The selected data supplies 
multiple ?ags register bits 211 set during the arithmetic logic expand circuit 238, Which generates a 32 bit mask as 
unit operation, Which is equal in number to the number of detailed below, 
sections of arithmetic logic unit 230; and the number of bits The “Asize” ?eld of Status register 210 Controls the data 
the Ihh1t1P1e ?ags fegisthr 5h0h1d “Post-{mate 16h” after 35 stored in multiple ?ags register 211 during multiple arith 
ixtgilct)ndliglfutt?ugggif?igttgllegg 1gilstizléhlt?zlfgrgtéiihgltéz metic logic unit operations. As'previ'ously described, in the 
Over the rotation amount Speci?ed by the “Msize” ?eld and preferred embodiment arithmetic ~logic unit 230 may be used 
the “R” bit When the arithmetic logic unit function modi?er 1h one’ tW~O or four Shparate sectlons employmg data of 32 
. . . . . . . . bits, 16 bits and 8 bits, respectively. Upon execution of a 
indicates multiple arithmetic With rotation. Codings for 40 mum 1e arithmetic 10 16 unit 0 era?on the “Asize” ?eld 
these bits are shoWn in Table 3. Note that While the current . d. p h h h dg ? d d p . h’ b fb. f 
preferred embodiment of the invention supports multiple 1n lc.atest mug e 6 me am SlZet 6 Hum er 0 .ltso 
arithmetic of one 32 bit section, tWo 16 bit sections and four multlple ?ags reglster 211 used to 1660111 the _status_ mfof' 
8 bit Sections the Coding of the “Asize” ?eld Supports mation of each separate result of the arithmetic logic unit. 
speci?cation of eight sections of 4 bits each, sixteen sections 45 The blt Settmg of multlple ?ags reglster 211 IS Summanzed 
of 2 bits each and thirty-tWo sections of 1 bit each. Each of 1h Tab1e 4 
these additional section divisions of arithmetic logic unit 
230 are feasible. Note also that the coding of the “AsiZe” TABLE 4 
?eld further supports speci?cation of a 64 bit data siZe for _ _ 

possible extension of multiple ?ags register 211 to 64 bits. 50 Alsegtiigligugigts Aggoressel?itntgtidgqlgriltlsto 

TABLE 3 Bits 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 

Asize Data Multiple Flags Register 8 31 23 15 7 31-24 23-16 15-8 7'0 
16 — — 31 15 — — 31-16 15-0 

Field Size Rotate No. of Bit(s) 55 32 — — — 31 — — — 31-0 

2 1 0 bits Amount bits used used 

0 0 0 0 64 64 — Note that Table 4 covers only the cases for data siZes of 8, 
O O 1 1 32 32 31'O 16 and 32 bits. Those skilled in the art Would easily realiZe 

8 1 (11 i 1g 1; 13:8 hoW to extend Table 4 to cover the cases of data siZes of 64 
1 O O 8 4 4 34) 60 bits, 4 bits, 2 bits and 1 bit. Also note that the previous 
1 0 1 16 2 2 1-0 discussion referred to storing either carry or Zero status in 
1 1 0 32 1 1 0 multiple ?ags register 211. It is also feasible to store other 
1 1 1 64 O O — status bits such as negative and over?oW. 

Multiple ?ags register 211 may be rotated left a number 
The “MsiZe” and “AsiZe” ?elds of status register 210 65 of bit positions upon execution of each arithmetic logic unit 

control different operations. When using the multiple ?ags 
register 211 as a source for producing a mask applied to the 

operation. The rotate amount is given above. When perform 
ing multiple arithmetic logic unit operations, the result status 
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bit setting dominates over the rotate for those bits that are 
being set. When performing multiple arithmetic logic unit 
operations, an alternative to rotation is to clear all the bits of 
multiple ?ags register 211 not being set by the result status. 
This clearing is after generation of the mask data if mask 
data is used in that instruction. If multiple ?ags register 211 
is Written by softWare at the same time as recording an 
arithmetic logic unit result, then the preferred operation is 
for the softWare Write to load all the bits. Software Writes 
thus dominate over rotation and clearing of multiple ?ags 
register 211. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the splitting of arithmetic logic unit 230 
into multiple sections. As illustrated in FIG. 7, the 32 bits of 
arithmetic logic unit 230 are separated into four sections of 
eight bits each. Section 301 includes arithmetic logic unit 
bits 7—0, section 302 includes bits 15—8, section 303 
includes bits 23—16 and section 304 includes bits 31—24. 
Note that FIG. 7 does not illustrate the inputs or outputs of 
these sections, Which are conventional, for the sake of 
clarity. The carry paths Within each of the sections 301, 302, 
303 and 303 are according to the knoWn art. 

Multiplexers 311, 312 and 313 control the carry path 
betWeen sections 301, 302, 303 and 304. Each of these 
multiplexers is controlled to select one of three inputs. The 
?rst input is a carry look ahead path from the output of the 
previous multiplexer, or in the case of the ?rst multiplexer 
311 from bit 0 carry-in generator 246. Such carry look ahead 
paths and their use are knoWn in the art and Will not be 
further described here. The second selection is the carry-out 
from the last bit of the corresponding section of arithmetic 
logic unit 230. The ?nal selection is the carry-in signal from 
bit 0 carry-in generator 246. Multiplexer 314 controls the 
output carry path for arithmetic logic unit 230. Multiplexer 
314 selects either the carry look ahead path from the 
carry-out selected by multiplexer 313 or the carry-out signal 
for bit 31 from section 304. 

Multiplexers 311, 312, 313 and 314 are controlled based 
upon the selected data siZe. In the normal case arithmetic 
logic unit 230 operates on 32 bit data Words. This is 
indicated by an “AsiZe” ?eld of status register 210 equal to 
“110”. In this case multiplexer 311 selects the carry-out from 
bit 7, multiplexer 312 selects the carry-out from bit 15, 
multiplexer 313 selects the carry-out from bit 23 and mul 
tiplexer 314 selects the carry-out from bit 31. Thus the four 
sections 301, 302, 303 and 304 are connected together into 
a single 32 bit arithmetic logic unit. If status register 210 
selected a half-Word via an “AsiZe” ?eld of “101”, then 
multiplexer 311 selects the carry-out from bit 7, multiplexer 
312 selects the carry-in from bit 0 carry-in generator 246, 
multiplexer 313 selects the carry-out from bit 23 and mul 
tiplexer 314 selects the carry-in from bit 0 carry-in generator 
246. Sections 301 and 302 are connected into a 16 bit unit 
and sections 303 and 304 are connected into a 16 bit unit. 
Note that multiplexer 312 selects the bit 0 carry-in signal for 
bit 16 just like bit 0, because bit 16 is the ?rst bit in a 16 bit 
half-Word. If status register 210 selected a byte via an 
“AsiZe” ?eld of “100”, then multiplexers 311, 312 and 313, 
select the carry-in from bit 0 carry-in generator 246. Sec 
tions 301, 302, 303 and 304 are split into four independent 
8 bit units. Note that selection of the bit 0 carry-in signal at 
each multiplexer is proper because bits 8, 16 and 24 are each 
the ?rst bit in an 8 bit byte. 

FIG. 7 further illustrates Zero resultant detection. Each 8 
bit Zero detect circuit 321, 322, 323 and 324 generates a “1” 
output if the resultant from the corresponding 8 bit section 
is all Zeros “00000000”. AND gate 331 is connected to 8 bit 
Zero detect circuits 321 and 322, thus generating a“1”When 
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all sixteen bits 15—0 are “0”. AND gate 332 is similarly 
connected to 8 bit Zero detect circuits 321 and 322 for 
generating a “1” When all sixteen bits 31—16 are “0”. Lastly, 
AND gate 341 is connected to AND gates 331 and 332, and 
generates a “1” When all 32 bits 31—0 are “0”. 

During multiple arithmetic logic unit operations multiple 
?ags register 211 may store either carry-outs or the Zero 
comparison, depending on the instruction. These stored 
resultants control masks to the C-port during later opera 
tions. Table 4 shoWs the source for the status bits stored. In 
the case in Which multiple ?ags register 211 stores the 
carry-out signal(s), the “AsiZe” ?eld of status register 210 
determines the identity and number of carry-out signals 
stored. If the “AsiZe” ?eld speci?es Word operations, then 
multiple ?ags register 211 stores a single bit equal to the 
carry-out signal of bit 31. If the “AsiZe” ?eld speci?es 
half-Word operations, then multiple ?ags register 211 stores 
tWo bits equal to the carry-out signals of bits 31 and 15, 
respectfully. If the “AsiZe” ?eld speci?es byte operations, 
then multiple ?ags register 211 stores four bits equal to the 
carry-out signals of bits 31, 23, 15 and 7, respectively. The 
“AsiZe” ?eld similarly controls the number and identity of 
Zero resultants stored in multiple ?ags register 211 When 
storage of Zero resultants is selected. If the “AsiZe” ?eld 
speci?es Word operations, then multiple ?ags register 211 
stores a single bit equal to output of AND gate 341 indicat 
ing if bits 31—0 are “0”. If the “AsiZe” ?eld speci?es 
half-Word operations, then multiple ?ags register 211 stores 
tWo bits equal to the outputs of AND gates 331 and 332, 
respectfully. If the “AsiZe” ?eld speci?es byte operations, 
then multiple ?ags register 211 stores four bits equal to the 
outputs of 8 bit Zero detect circuits 321, 322, 323 and 324, 
respectively. 

It is technically feasible and Within the scope of this 
invention to alloW further multiple operations of arithmetic 
logic unit 230 such as: eight sections of 4 bit operations; 
sixteen sections 2 bit operations; and thirty-tWo sections 
single bit operations. Note that both the “MsiZe” and the 
“AsiZe” ?elds of status register 210 include coding to 
support such additional multiple operation types. Those 
skilled in the art can easily modify and extend the circuits 
illustrated in FIG. 7 using additional multiplexers and AND 
gates. These latter feasible options are not supported in the 
preferred embodiment due to the added complexity in con 
struction of arithmetic logic unit 230. Note also that this 
technique can be extended to a data processing apparatus 
employing 64 bit data and that the same teachings enable 
such an extension. 

Data registers 200, designated data registers D7—D0 are 
connected to local port data bus Lbus 103, global port source 
data bus Gsrc 105 and global port destination data bus Gdst 
107. ArroWs Within the rectangle representing data registers 
200 indicate the directions of data access. A left pointing 
arroW indicates data recalled from data registers 200. A right 
pointing arroW indicates data Written into data registers 200. 
Local port data bus Lbus 103 is bidirectionally coupled to 
data registers 200 as a data source or data destination. Global 
port destination data bus Gdst 107 is connected to data 
registers 200 as a data source for data Written into data 
registers 200. Global port source data bus Gsrc 107 is 
connected to data registers 200 as a data destination for data 
recalled from data registers 200 in both a normal data 
register mode and in a rotation register feature described 
beloW. Status register 210 and multiple ?ags register 211 
may be read from via global port source data bus Gsrc 106 
and Written into via global port destination data bus Gdst 
107. Data registers 200 supply data to multiplier ?rst input 
bus 201, multiplier second input bus 202, arithmetic logic 
unit ?rst input bus 205 and arithmetic logic unit second input 
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bus 206. Data registers 200 are connected to receive input 
data from multiplier destination bus 203 and arithmetic logic 
unit destination bus 204. 

The data register D0 has a dual function. It may be used 
as a normal data register in the same manner as the other data 
registers D7—D1. Data register D0 may also de?ne certain 
special functions When executing some instructions. Some 
of the bits of the most signi?cant half-Word of data register 
D0 speci?es the operation of all types of extended arithmetic 
logic unit operations. Some of the bits of the least signi?cant 
half-Word of data register D0 speci?es multiplier options 
during a multiple multiply operation. The 5 least signi?cant 
bits of data register D0 specify a default barrel rotate amount 
used by certain instruction classes. FIG. 8 illustrates the 
contents of data register D0 When specifying data unit 110 
operation. 

The “FMOD” ?eld (bits 31—28) of data register D0 alloW 
modi?cation of the basic operation of arithmetic logic unit 
230 When executing an instruction calling for an extended 
arithmetic logic unit (EALU) operation. Table 5 illustrates 
these modi?er options. Note, as indicated in Table 5, certain 
instruction Word bits in some instruction formats are 
decoded as function modi?ers in the same fashion. These 
Will be further discussed beloW. 

The “FMOD” ?eld (bits 31—28) of data register D0 alloW 
modi?cation of the basic operation of arithmetic logic unit 
230 When executing an instruction calling for an extended 
arithmetic logic unit (EALU) operation. Table 5 illustrates 
these modi?er options. Note certain instruction Word bits in 
some instruction formats are decoded as function modi?ers 
in the same fashion. The four function modi?er bits are 
mapped to data register D0 bits 28, 29, 30 and 31 and are 
also mapped to respective instruction Word bits 52, 54, 56 
and 58 in certain instructions. 

TABLE 5 

Function 
Modi?er 
Code Modi?cation Performed 

O O O 0 normal operation 
0 O O 1 normal operation 
0 O 1 O %! if mask generation instruction 

LMO if not mask generation instruction 
0 O 1 1 (%! and cin) if mask generation instruction 

RMO if not mask generation instruction 
0 1 O O A-port = O 
O 1 O 1 A-port = O and cin 
O 1 1 O (A-port = O and %!) if mask generation instruction 

LMBC if not mask generation instruction 
0 1 1 1 (A-port = O and %! and cin) if mask generation 

instruction 
RMBC if not mask generation instruction 

1 O O 0 Multiple arithmetic logic unit operations, 
carry—out(s) ——> multiple ?ags register 

1 O O 1 Multiple arithmetic logic unit operations, 
Zero result(s) ——> multiple ?ags register 

1 O 1 0 Multiple arithmetic logic unit operations, 
carry—out(s) ——> multiple ?ags register, 
rotate by Asize ?eld of status register 

1 O 1 1 Multiple arithmetic logic unit operations, 
Zero result(s) ——> multiple ?ags register, 
rotate by “Asize” ?eld of status register 

1 1 O 0 Multiple arithmetic logic unit operations, 
carry—out(s) ——> multiple ?ags register, 
clear multiple ?ags register 

1 1 O 1 Multiple arithmetic logic unit operations, 
Zero result(s) ——> multiple ?ags register, 
clear multiple ?ags register 

1 1 1 0 Reserved 
1 1 1 1 Reserved 

The modi?ed operations listed in Table 5 are explained 
beloW. If the “FMOD” ?eld is “0000”, the normal, unmodi 
?ed operation results. The modi?cation “cin” causes the 
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carry-in to bit 0 of arithmetic logic unit 230 to be the “C” bit 
of status register 210. This alloWs add With carry, subtract 
With borroW and negate With borroW operations. The modi 
?cation “%!” Works With mask generation. When the “%!” 
modi?cation is active mask generator 239 effectively gen 
erates all “1’s” for a Zero rotate amount rather than all “O’s”. 
This function can be implemented by changing the mask 
generated by mask generator 239 or by modifying the 
function of arithmetic logic unit 230 so that mask of all “O’s” 
supplied to the C-port operates as if all “1’s” Were supplied. 
This modi?cation is useful in some rotate operations. The 
modi?cations “LMO”, “RMO”, “LMBC” and “RMBC” 
designate controls of the LMO/RMO/LMBC/RMBC circuit 
237. The modi?cation “LMO” ?nds the left most “1” of the 
second arithmetic input. The modi?cation “RMO” ?nds the 
right most “1”. The modi?cation “LMBC” ?nds the left 
most bit that differs from the sign bit (bit 31). The “RMBC” 
modi?cation ?nds the right most bit that differs from the ?rst 
bit (bit 0). Note that these modi?cations are only relevant if 
the C-port of arithmetic logic unit 230 does not receive a 
mask from mask generator 239. The modi?cation “A-port= 
0” indicates that the input to the A-port of arithmetic logic 
unit 230 is effectively Zeroed. This may take place via 
multiplexer Amux 232 providing a Zero output, or the 
operation of arithmetic logic unit 230 may be altered in a 
manner having the same effect. An “A-port=0” modi?cation 
is used in certain negation, absolute-value and shift right 
operations. A “multiple arithmetic logic unit operation” 
modi?cation indicates that one or more of the carry paths of 
arithmetic logic unit 230 are severed, forming in effect one 
or more independent arithmetic logic units operating in 
parallel. The “AsiZe” ?eld of status register 210 controls the 
number of such multiple arithmetic logic unit sections. The 
multiple ?ags register 211 stores a number of status bits 
equal to the number of sections of the multiple arithmetic 
logic unit operations. In the “carry-out(s)%multiple ?ags” 
modi?cation, the carry-out bit or bits are stored in multiple 
?ags register 211. In the “Zero result(s)—>multiple ?ags” 
modi?cation, an indication of the Zero resultant for the 
corresponding arithmetic logic unit section is stored in 
multiple ?ags register 211. This process is described above 
together With the description of multiple ?ags register 211. 
During this storing operation, bits Within multiple ?ags 
register 211 may be rotated in response to the “rotate” 
modi?cation or cleared in response to the “clear” modi?ca 
tion. These options are discussed above together With the 
description of multiple ?ags register 211. 
The “A” bit (bit 27) of data register D0 controls Whether 

arithmetic logic unit 230 performs an arithmetic or Boolean 
logic operation during an extended arithmetic logic unit 
operation. This bit is called the arithmetic enable bit. If the 
“A” bit is “1”, then an arithmetic operation is performed. If 
the “A” bit is “0”, then a logic operation is performed. If the 
“A” bit is “0”, then the carry-in from bit 0 carry-in generator 
246 into bit 0 of the arithmetic logic unit 230 is generally 
“0”. As Will be further explained beloW, certain extended 
arithmetic logic unit operations may have a carry-in bit of 
“0” even When the “A” bit is “0” indicating a logic opera 
tion. 
The “EALU” ?eld (bits 19—26) of data register D0 de?nes 

an extended arithmetic logic unit operation. The eight bits of 
the “EALU” ?eld specify the arithmetic logic unit function 
control bits used in all types of extended arithmetic logic 
unit operations. These bits become the control signals to 
arithmetic logic unit 230. They may be passed to arithmetic 
logic unit 230 directly, or modi?ed according to the 
“FMOD” ?eld. In some instructions the bits of the “EALU” 
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?eld are inverted, leading to an “EALUF” or extended 
arithmetic logic unit false operation. In this case the eight 
control bits supplied to arithmetic logic unit 230 are 
inverted. 

The “C” bit (bit 18) of data register D0 designates the 
carry-in to bit 0 of arithmetic logic unit 230 during extended 
arithmetic logic unit operations. The carry-in value into bit 
0 of the arithmetic logic unit during extended arithmetic 
logic unit operations is given by this “C” bit. This alloWs the 
carry-in value to be speci?ed directly, rather than by a 
formula as for non-EALU operations. 

The “I” bit (bit 17) of data register D0 is designated the 
invert carry-in bit. The “I” bit, together With the “C” bit and 
the “S” bit (de?ned beloW), determines Whether or not to 
invert the carry-in into bit 0 of arithmetic logic unit 230 
When the function code of an arithmetic logic unit operation 
are inverted. This Will be further detailed beloW. 

The “S” bit (bit 16) of data register D0 indicates selection 
of sign extend. The “S” bit is used When executing extended 
arithmetic logic unit operations (“A” bit=1). If the “S” bit is 
“1”, then arithmetic logic unit control signals F3—F0 
(produced from bits 22—19) should be inverted if the sign bit 
(bit 31) of the data ?rst arithmetic logic unit input bus 206 
is “0”, and not inverted if this sign bit is “1”. The effect of 
conditionally inverting arithmetic logic unit control signals 
F3—F0 Will be explained beloW. Such an inversion is useful 
to sign extend a rotated input in certain arithmetic opera 
tions. If the extended arithmetic logic unit operation is 
Boolean (“A” bit=0), then the “S” bit is ignored and the 
arithmetic logic unit control signals F3—F0 are unchanged. 

Table 6 illustrates the interaction of the “C”, “I” and “S” 
bits of data register D0. Note that an “X” entry for either the 
“I” bit or the ?rst input sign indicates that bit does not 
control the outcome, ie a “don’t care” condition. 

TABLE 6 

S I First Input Sign Invert C? Invert F3-FO 

O X X No No 
1 O O No No 
1 O 1 No Yes 
1 1 O No No 
1 1 1 Yes Yes 

If the “S” bit equals “1” and the sign bit of the ?rst input 
destined for the B-port of arithmetic logic unit 230 equals 
“0”, then the value of the carry-in to bit 0 of arithmetic logic 
unit 230 set by the “C” bit value can optionally be inverted 
according to the value of the “I” bit. This alloWs the carry-in 
to be optionally inverted or not, based on the sign of the 
input. Note also that arithmetic logic unit control signals 
F3—F0 are optionally inverted based on the sign of the input, 
if the “S” bit is “1”. This selection of inversion of arithmetic 
logic unit control signals F3—F0 may be overridden by the 
“FMOD” ?eld. If the “FMOD” ?eld speci?es “Carry-in= 
Status Register’s Carry bit”, then the carry-in equals the “C” 
bit of status register 210 Whatever the value of the “S” and 
“I” bits. Note also that the carry-in for bit 0 of arithmetic 
logic unit 230 may be set to “1” via the “C” bit for extended 
arithmetic logic unit operations even if the “A” bit is “0” 
indicating a Boolean operation. 

The “N” bit (bit 15) of data register D0 is used When 
executing a split or multiple section arithmetic logic unit 
operation. This “N” bit is called the non-multiple mask bit. 
For some extended arithmetic logic unit operations that 
specify multiple operation via the “FMOD” ?eld, the 
instruction speci?es a mask to be passed to the C-port of 
arithmetic logic unit 230 via mask generator 239. This “N” 
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20 
bit determines Whether or not the mask is split into the same 
number of sections as arithmetic logic unit 230. Recall that 
the number of such multiple sections is set by the “AsiZe” 
?eld of status register 210. If the “N” bit is “0”, then the 
mask is split into multiple masks. If the “N” bit is “1”, then 
mask generator 239 produces a single 32 bit mask. 
The “E” bit (bit 14) designates an explicit multiple 

carry-in. This bit permits the carry-in to be speci?ed at run 
time by the input to the C-port of arithmetic logic unit 230. 
If both the “A” bit and the “E” bit are “1” and the “FMOD” 
?eld does not designate the cin function, then the effects of 
the “S”, “I” and “C” bits are annulled. The carry input to 
each section during multiple arithmetic is taken as the 
exclusive OR of the least signi?cant bit of the corresponding 
section input to the C-port and the function signal F0. If 
multiple arithmetic is not selected the single carry-in to bit 
0 of arithmetic logic unit 230 is the exclusive OR of the least 
signi?cant bit (bit 0) the input to the C-port and the function 
signal F0. This is particularly useful for performing multiple 
arithmetic in Which differing functions are performed in 
different sections. One extended arithmetic logic unit opera 
tion corresponds to (AAB)&C3 (AA~B)&C. Using a mask for 
the C-port input, a section With all “O’s” produces addition 
With the proper carry-in of “0” and a section of all “l’s” 
produces subtraction With the proper carry-in of “1”. 

The “DMS” ?eld (bits 12—8) of data register D0 de?nes 
the shift folloWing the multiplier. This shift takes place in 
product left shifter 224 prior to saving the result or passing 
the result to rounding logic. During this left shift the most 
signi?cant bits shifted out are discarded and Zeroes are 
shifted into the least signi?cant bits. The “DMS” ?eld is 
effective during any multiply/extended arithmetic logic unit 
operation. In the preferred embodiment data register D0 bits 
9—8 select 0, 1, 2 or 3place left shifting. Table 7 illustrates 
the decoding. 

TABLE 7 

DMS Field 

9 8 Left Shift Amount 

0 O O 
O 1 1 
1 O 2 
1 1 3 

The “DMS” ?eld includes 5 bits that can designate left shift 
amounts from 0 to 31 places. In the preferred embodiment 
product left shifter 224 is limited to shifts from 0 to 3 places 
for reasons of siZe and complexity. Thus bits 12—10 of data 
register D0 are ignored in setting the left shift amount. 
HoWever, it is feasible to provide a left shift amount Within 
the full range from 0 to 31 places from the “DMS” ?eld if 
desired. 
The “M” bit (bit 7) of data register D0 indicates a multiple 

multiply operation. Multiplier 220 can multiply tWo 16 bit 
numbers to generate a 32 bit result or of simultaneously 
multiplying tWo pair of 8 bit numbers to generate a pair of 
16 bit resultants. This “M” bit selects either a single 16 by 
16 multiply if “M”=“0”, or tWo 8 by 8 multiplies if “M”= 
“1”. This operation is similar to multiple arithmetic logic 
unit operations and Will be further described beloW. 

The “R” bit (bit 6) of data register D0 speci?es Whether 
a rounding operation takes place on the resultant from 
multiplier 220. If the “R” bit is “1”, the a rounding operation, 
explained beloW together With the operation of multiplier 
220, takes place. If the “R” bit is “0”, then no rounding takes 
place and the 32 bit resultant form multiplier 220 is Written 
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into the destination register. Note that use of a predetermined 
bit in data register D0 is merely a preferred embodiment for 
triggering this mode. It is equally feasible to enable the 
rounding mode via a predetermined instruction Word bit. 

The “DBR” ?eld (bits 4—0) of data register D0 speci?es 
a default barrel rotate amount used barrel rotator 235 during 
certain instructions. The “DBR” ?eld speci?es the number 
of bit positions that barrel rotator 235 rotates left. These 5 
bits can specify a left rotate of 0 to 31 places. The value of 
the “DBR” ?eld may also be supplied to mask generator 239 
via multiplexer Mmux 234. Mask generator 239 forms a 
mask supplied to the C-port of arithmetic logic unit 230. The 
operation of mask generator 239 Will be discussed beloW. 

Multiplier 220 is a hardWare single cycle multiplier. As 
described above, multiplier 220 operates to multiply a pair 
of 16 bit numbers to obtain a 32 bit resultant or to multiply 
tWo pairs of 8 bit numbers to obtain tWo 16 bit resultants in 
the same 32 bit data Word. 

Multiplier ?rst input bus 201 is a 32 bit bus sourced from 
a data register Within data registers 200 selected by the 
instruction Word. The 16 least signi?cant bits of multiplier 
?rst input bus 201 supplies a ?rst 16 bit input to multiplier 
220. The 16 most signi?cant bits of multiplier ?rst input bus 
201 supplies the 16 least signi?cant bits of a ?rst input to a 
32 bit multiplexer Rmux 221. This data routing is the same 
for both the 16 bit by 16 bit multiply and the dual 8 bit by 
8 bit multiply. The 5 least signi?cant bits multiplier ?rst 
input bus 201 supply a ?rst input to a multiplexer Smux 231. 

Multiplier second input bus 202 is a 32 bit bus sourced 
from one of the data registers 200 as selected by the 
instruction Word or from a 32 bit, 5 bit or 1 bit immediate 
value imbedded in the instruction Word. A multiplexer Imux 
222 supplies such an immediate multiplier second input bus 
202 via a buffer 223. The instruction Word controls multi 
plexer Imux 222 to supply either 32 bits, 5 bits or 1 bit from 
an immediate ?eld of the instruction Word to multiplier 
second input bus 202 When executing an immediate instruc 
tion. The short immediate ?elds are Zero extended in mul 
tiplexer Imux 222 upon supply to multiplier second input 
bus 202. The 16 least signi?cant bits of multiplier second 
input bus 202 supplies a second 16 bit input to multiplier 
220. This data routing is the same for both the 16 bit by 16 
bit multiply and the dual 8 bit by 8 bit multiply. Multiplier 
second input bus 202 further supplies one input to multi 
plexer Amux 232 and one input to multiplexer Cmux 233. 
The 5 least signi?cant bits of multiplier second input bus 202 
supply one input to multiplexer Mmux 234 and a second 
input to multiplexer Smux 231. 

The output of multiplier 220 supplies the input of product 
left shifter 224. Product left shifter 224 can provide a 
controllable left shift of 3, 2, 1 or 0 bits. The output of 
multiply shift multiplexer MSmux 225 controls the amount 
of left shift of product left shifter 224. Multiply shift 
multiplexer MSmux 225 selects either bits 9—8 from the 
“DMS” ?eld of data register D0 or all Zeroes depending on 
the instruction Word. In the preferred embodiment, multiply 
shift multiplexer MSmux 225 selects the “0” input for the 
instructions MPYxO ADD and MPYxO SUB. These instruc 
tions combine signed or unsigned multiplication With addi 
tion or subtractions using arithmetic logical unit 230. In the 
preferred embodiment, multiply shift multiplexer MSmux 
225 selects bits 9—8 of data register D0 for the instructions 
MPYxO EALUx. These instructions combine signed or 
unsigned multiplication With one of tWo types of extended 
arithmetic logic unit instructions using arithmetic logic unit 
230. The operation of data unit 110 When executing these 
instructions Will be further described beloW. Product left 
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shifter 224 discards the most signi?cant bits shifted out and 
?lls the least signi?cant bits shifted in With Zeros. Product 
left shifter 224 supplies a 32 bit output connected to a second 
input of multiplexer Rmux 221. 
Adder 226 has three inputs. A?rst input is set to all Zeros. 

A second input receives the 16 most signi?cant bits (bits 
31—16) of the left shifted resultant of multiplier 220. A 
carry-in input receives the output of bit 15 of this left shifter 
resultant of multiplier 220. Multiplexer Rmux 221 selects 
either the entire 32 bit resultant of multiplier 220 as shifted 
by product left shifter 224 to supply to multiply destination 
bus 203 via multiplexer Bmux 227 or the sum from adder 
226 forms the 16 most signi?cant bits and the 16 most 
signi?cant bits of multiplier ?rst input bus 201 forms the 16 
least signi?cant bits. As noted above, in the preferred 
embodiment the state of the “R” bit (bit 6) of data register 
D0 controls this selection at multiplexer Rmux 221. If this 
“R” bit is “0”, then multiplexer Rmux 221 selects the shifted 
32 bit resultant. If this “R” bit is “1”, then multiplexer Rmux 
221 selects the 16 rounded bits and the 16 most signi?cant 
bits of multiplier ?rst input bus 201. Note that it is equally 
feasible to control multiplexer Rmux 221 via an instruction 
Word bit. 

Adder 226 enables a multiply and round function on a 32 
bit data Word including a pair of packed 16 bit half Words. 
Suppose that a ?rst of the data registers 200 stores a pair of 
packed half Words (azb), a second data register stores a ?rst 
half Word coef?cient (Xzcl) and a third data register stores 
a second half Word coef?cient (Xzc2), Where X may be any 
data. The desired resultant is a pair of packed half Words 
(a*c2:b*c1) With a*c2 and b*c1 each being the rounded 
most signi?cant bits of the product. The desired resultant 
may be formed in tWo instructions using adder 226 to 
perform the rounding. The ?rst instruction is: 

mdst : msrcl *msrcZ 

As previously described multiplier ?rst input bus 201 sup 
plies its 16 least signi?cant bits, corresponding to b, to the 
?rst input of multiplier 220. At the same time multiply 
second input bus 202 supplies its 16 least signi?cant bits, 
corresponding to c1, to the second input of multiplier 220. 
This 16 by 16 bit multiply produces a 32 bit product. The 16 
most signi?cant bits of the 32 bit resultant form one input to 
adder 226 With “0” supplied to the other input of adder 226. 
If bit 15 of the 32 bit resultant is “1”, then the 16 most 
signi?cant bits of the resultant is incremented, otherWise 
these 16 most signi?cant bits are unchanged. Thus the 16 
most signi?cant bits of the multiply operation are rounded in 
adder 226. Note that one input to multiplexer Rmux 221 
includes the 16 bit resultant from adder 226 as the 16 most 
signi?cant bits and the 16 most signi?cant bits from multi 
plier ?rst input bus 201, Which is the value a, as the least 
signi?cant bits. Also note that the 16 most signi?cant bits on 
multiplier second input bus 202 are discarded, therefore 
their initial state is unimportant. Multiplexer Rmux selects 
the combined output from adder 226 and multiplier ?rst 
input bus 201 for storage in a destination register in data 
registers 200. 
The packed Word multiply/round operation continues 

With another multiply instruction. The resultant (b*c1:a) of 
the ?rst multiply instruction is recalled via multiply ?rst 
input bus 201. This is shoWn beloW: 
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mdst : msrcl * msrcZ 

The multiply occurs between the 16 least signi?cant bits on 
the multiplier ?rst input bus 201, the value a, and the 16 least 
signi?cant bits on the multiplier second input bus 202, the 
value c2. The 16 most signi?cant bits of the resultant are 
rounded using adder 226. These bits become the 16 most 
signi?cant bits of one input to multiplexer Rmux 221. The 
16 most signi?cant bits on multiplier ?rst input bus 201, the 
value b*c1, becomes the 16 least signi?cant bits of the input 
to multiplexer Rmux 221. The 16 most signi?cant bits on the 
multiplier second input bus 202 are discarded. Multiplexer 
Rmux 221 then selects the desired resultant (a*c2:b*c1) for 
storage in data registers 200 via multiplexer Bmux 227 and 
multiplier destination bus 203. Note that this process could 
also be performed on data scaled via product left shifter 224, 
With adder 226 alWays rounding the least signi?cant bit 
retained. Also note that the factors c1 and c2 may be the 
same or different. 

This packed Word multiply/round operation is advanta 
geous because the packed 16 bit numbers can reside in a 
single register. In addition feWer memory loads and stores 
are needed to transfer such packed data than if this operation 
Was not supported. Also note that no additional processor 
cycles are required in handling this packed Word multiply/ 
rounding operation. The previous description of the packed 
Word multiply/round operation partitioned multiplier ?rst 
input bus 201 into tWo equal halves. This is not necessary to 
employ the advantages of this invention. As a further 
example, it is feasible to partition multiplier ?rst input bus 
201 into four 8 bit sections. In this further example multi 
plier 220 forms the product of the 8 least signi?cant bits of 
multiplier ?rst input bus 201 and the 8 least signi?cant bits 
of multiplier second input bus 202. After optional scaling in 
product left shifter 224 and rounding via adder 226, the 8 
most signi?cant bits of the product form the most signi?cant 
bits of one input to multiplexer Mmux 221. In this further 
example, the least signi?cant 24 bits of this second input to 
multiplexer Mmux 221 come from the most signi?cant 24 
bits on multiplier ?rst input bus 201. This further example 
permits four 8 bit multiplies on such a packed Word in 4 
passes through multiplier 220, With all the intermediate 
results and the ?nal result packed into one 32 bit data Word. 
To further generaliZe, this invention partitions the original N 
bit data Word into a ?rst set of M bits and a second set of L 
bits. FolloWing multiplication and rounding, a neW data 
Word is formed including the L most signi?cant bits of the 
product and the ?rst set of M bits from the ?rst input. The 
data order in the resultant is preferably shifted or rotated in 
some Way to permit repeated multiplications using the same 
technique. As in the further example described above, the 
number of bits M need not equal the number of bits L. In 
addition, the sum of M and L need not equal the original 
number of bits N. 

In the preferred embodiment the round function selected 
by the “R” (bit 6) of data register D0 is implemented in a 
manner to increase its speed. Multiplier 220 employs a 
common hardWare multiplier implementation that employs 
internally a redundant-sign-digit notation. In the redundant 
sign-digit notation each bit of the number is represented by 
a magnitude bit and a sign bit. This knoWn format is useful 
in the internal operation of multiplier 220 in a manner not 
important to this invention. Multiplier 220 converts the 
resultant from this redundant-sign-digit notation to standard 
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binary notation before using the resultant. Conventional 
conversion operates by subtracting the negative signed mag 
nitude bits from the positive signed magnitude bits. Such a 
subtraction ordinarily involves a delay due to borroW ripple 
from the least signi?cant bit to the most signi?cant bit. In the 
packed multiply/round operation the desired result is the 16 
most signi?cant bits and the rounding depends upon bit 15, 
the next most signi?cant bit. Though the results are the most 
signi?cant bits, the borroW ripple from the least signi?cant 
bit may affect the result. Conventionally the borroW ripple 
must propagate from the least signi?cant bit to bit 15 before 
being available to make the rounding decision. 

Arithmetic logic unit 230 performs arithmetic and logic 
operations Within data unit 110. Arithmetic logic unit 230 
advantageously includes three input ports for performing 
three input arithmetic and logic operations. Numerous buses 
and auxiliary hardWare supply the three inputs. 

Input A bus 241 supplies data to an A-port of arithmetic 
logic unit 230. Multiplexer Amux 232 supplies data to input 
A bus 241 from either multiplier second input bus 202 or 
arithmetic logic unit ?rst input bus 205 depending on the 
instruction. Data on multiplier second input bus 202 may be 
from a speci?ed one of data registers 200 or from an 
immediate ?eld of the instruction via multiplexer Imux 222 
and buffer 223. Data on arithmetic logic unit ?rst input bus 
205 may be from a speci?ed one of data registers 200 or 
from global port source data bus Gsrc bus 105 via buffer 
106. Thus the data supplied to the A-port of arithmetic logic 
unit 230 may be from one of the data registers 200, from an 
immediate ?eld of the instruction Word or a long distance 
source from another register of digital image/graphics pro 
cessor 71 via global source data bus Gsrc 105 and buffer 
106. 

Input B bus 242 supplies data to the B-port of arithmetic 
logic unit 230. Barrel rotator 235 supplies data to input B bus 
242. Thus barrel rotator 235 controls the input to the B-port 
of arithmetic logic unit 230. Barrel rotator 235 receives data 
from arithmetic logic unit second input bus 206. Arithmetic 
logic unit second input bus 206 supplies data from a speci 
?ed one of data registers 200, data from global port source 
data bus Gsrc bus 105 via buffer 104 or a special data Word 
from buffer 236. Buffer 236 supplies a 32 bit data constant 
of “00000000000000000000000000000001” (also called 
Hex “1”) to arithmetic logic unit second input bus 206 if 
enabled. Note hereinafter data or addresses preceded by 
“Hex” are expressed in hexadecimal. Data from global port 
source data bus Gsrc 105 may be supplied to barrel rotator 
235 as a long distance source as previously described. When 
buffer 236 is enabled, barrel rotator 235 enables generation 
on input B bus 242 of any constant of the form 2N, Where N 
is the barrel rotate amount. Constants of this form are useful 
in operations to control only a single bit of a 32 bit data 
Word. The data supplied to arithmetic logic unit second input 
bus 206 and barrel rotator 235 depends upon the instruction. 

Barrel rotator 235 is a 32 bit rotator that may rotate its 
received data from 0 to 31 positions. It is a left rotator, 
hoWever, a right rotate of n bits may be obtained by left 
rotating 32—n bits. A ?ve bit input from rotate bus 244 
controls the amount of rotation provided by barrel rotator 
235. Note that the rotation is circular and no bits are lost. 
Bits rotated out the left of barrel rotator 235 Wrap back into 
the right. Multiplexer Smux 231 supplies rotate bus 244. 
Multiplexer Smux 231 has several inputs. These inputs 
include the ?ve least signi?cant bits of multiplier ?rst input 
bus 201; the ?ve least signi?cant bits of multiplier second 
input bus 202; ?ve bits from the “DBR” ?eld of data register 
D0; and a ?ve bit Zero constant “00000”. Note that because 


















